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The Emotional Underside of Infertility

A

ccording to federal statistics,
more than 7 million women
have sought help for infertility. A’ndrea Reiter, a holistic fertility
practitioner in New York City, has met
many of them. “I kept encountering
smart, driven women who had been on
excruciating journeys filled with frustration, anger and sadness,” she writes
in How to Get Pregnant Even When
You’ve Tried Everything (Llewellyn).
Reiter’s response? “You have way
more power on this fertility journey
than you’ve been led to believe.”
As the subtitle of her book, A
Mind-Body Guide to Fertility, suggests,
Reiter believes that emotional issues
underlie all physical dysfunction.
In cases of infertility, she says such
issues range from the external—
problems stemming from work stress,

family expectations and relationship
difficulties—to internal patterns
of negative thinking: “I’m too old,”
“I should be pregnant by now,” “I’ve

miscarried before, so I will again.”
In How to Get Pregnant, Reiter
shows the reader how to access the
often-hidden blocks that hinder fertility. For instance, she says, “Often
when the egg count goes down, we are
losing faith in our ability to create.”
To counteract that, she suggests visualizing the growth of healthy eggs
and to write out reasons why the running-out-of-time belief isn’t true. The
book’s case studies help the reader
see these concepts put into action.
“You’re not a uterus with feet,”
Reiter writes. “You’re a person who has
relationships, a career, past experiences, etc., that all inform who you
are.” Learning how to accept who you
are—and how to envision yourself
as a mother—is the main message of
How to Get Pregnant.
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